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ABSTRACT 
We consider positive extension problems for block Toeplitz matrices when the 
specified entries form a stalactite type pattern. These problems do not seem in general 
to be amenable to the classical methods (they correspond to bitangential interpolation 
problems in the class of Carath~odory functions of a kind usually not solvable by the 
classical methods of interpolation). We solve these problems by reduction to a 
tangential interpolation with symmetries in a Carath~odory class. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we study new extension problems for block Toeplitz 
matrices• Let us first recall the simplest extension problem for such matrices• 
PROBLEM 1.1. Given matrices S O . . . . .  S~ ~ C m×m and N > r, find all 
sequences St+ 1 . . . . .  Sn for which the matrix 
N 
sN = (s~- j )k  ~0,  sk = s*~ ~ c "~×m (1.1) 
is positive definite. 
As is well known [12], this problem is closely related to the 
Carath~odory-Fej~r interpolation problem, and is solvable if and only if the 
block Toeplitz matrix (Sk_j)~,j= 0 is strictly positive. In order to clarify this 
link, we first introduce some notation and definitions. Let us recall that the 
Carath~odory class ~m consists by definition of all C"*×m-valued functions 
analytic inside the open unit disk D and with a nonnegative real part there. 
The Carathgodory-Fej~r problem corresponding to Problem 1.1 consists in 
finding all S of ~m of the form 
So ~ 
s(~) = ~-  + g z~so (1.2) 
n = ] 
(where for a self-adjoint matrix A = (ak,j)kmj= 1 we denote by A L its lower 
triangular part 
a u 0 "'" 0 i 
A L = / 2a21 a21 " / (1.3) 
/ • " .  , .  0 
2aml "'" 2am. m - 1 atom 
so that A = [A L + (AL)*]/2). 
The completion problem 1.1 has a solution if and only if S r > 0, When 
this condition holds, the set of solutions of the Carath~odory-Fej~r problem is 
given by a linear fractional transformation of the set S am×m of Schur 
functions, i.e. of C m× m-valued functions analytic and contractive in the open 
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unit disk. It can be inferred immediately from [9] that the solutions of 
Problem 1.1 correspond exactly to the Taylor expansion up to N of the 
solutions of the Carath~odory-Fej6r p oblem with a parameter o" taking 
strictly contractive values, i.e., SUpz e ~ II~(z)ll < 1. 
The block matrix S r is determined by its first m columns. In Problem 1.1, 
the first mr elements of each of these columns are specified. We consider 
more general problem when the number of specified elements in each of the 
first m columns is arbitrary. 
PROBLEM 1.2. Let m, n o . . . . .  n,,_ L and N be given positive integers 
such that 
nj 
nj >~j ( j  = 0 . . . . .  m-  1) and N> max - - .  (1.4) 
j m 
Given complex numbers 3't,j (l = 0 . . . .  , nj, j = 0 . . . . .  m - 1), find all strictly 
positive block Toeplitz matrices S N of the form (1.1) such that 
[Sk]t,j = Tkm+t,j for 0 < l , j  <~m-- 1, 0 <~km +l<n j .  (1.5) 
Fro. 1 
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FIG. 2 
Since the matrix S o has to be nonnegative, Yt j = Yj*t for l, j < m. We 
thus obtain a stalactite type pattern for the preassigned ' ata; see Figures 1 
and 2. In these figures, the black squares denote the entries Yt, j which are 
given, and the shaded squares denote the entries of the matrix which we 
deduce from the black ones due to the block-Toeplitz structure. 
In Figure 1, m = 2, n o = 3, n 1 = 5, n 2 = 6. We therefore are given all 
entries of S o, eight of the nine entries of S 1, and only one entry of  S z. In the 
second example, m = 3, n o = 2, n 1 -- 5, n 2 = 2, n 3 = 6. We therefore are 
given all twelve known entries of S O (out of sixteen) and five entries of  S 1. 
We note that completion problems with similar pattern data have been 
addressed in [15, Chapter 4]; there the extended matrices are not required to 
be block Toeplitz. 
Like Problem 1.1, Problem 1.2 is connected with a Carath6odory-Fej6r 
problem which we now state. 
PROBLEM 1.3. Let e 0 . . . .  , e m_  ! be the vectors of the canonical basis of  
C m 
Im = "- em-1) ,  (1 .6)  
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and the vectors vk. j be given by 
251 
l)k, j = 
"Yk m, j 
C",  
Tkm + m - 1. j 
Tkm, j 
• ~_ cn j  -k in  ' 
"Yni, j 
(1.7) 
Find the Carath~odory functions S( z ) = SOL~2 + S,~ S k z k such that 
Ske j = uk, j for j = 0 . . . . .  m-  1, k < , 
and 
(1.8) 
fo r  . . . .  
Without the interpolation conditions (1.9), we have a classical right sided 
interpolation problem. Therefore, the main difficulty at hand lies in the 
bitangential conditions (1.9). This bitangential problem does not enter in 
general within the framework of the usual methods of interpolation (see e.g. 
[7, 11, 12, 4]) and is thus not always solvable using the classical tools. As an 
illustration consider the following simple example: m = 2, n o = 3, and 
n I = 2. However, one should note that still for m = 2, the case n o = 4 and 
n 1 = 3 can be treated by the various interpolation methods. 
In the following sections we show how to solve this problem and how to 
relate its solutions to the completion problem 1.2. 
2. REDUCTION TO AN INTERPOLATION PROBLEM 
WITH SYMMETRY CONSTRAINT 
In this section we show that the above interpolation problem can be 
reduced to a right sided interpolation problem, but in which there is now a 
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symmetry constraint. This approach is motivated by the analogy of Problems 
1.2 and 1.3 with the covariance extension problem for periodically correlated 
stochastic processes [3] and with a related synthesis problem for dissipative 
periodic systems [2]. 
We associate to every function S ~ ~m of the form (1.2) with coefficients 
¢~/ ~m-1 Cm×m (2.1) 
Sk  : \ km+l , jg l , j=O fi~- 
the function R(z) given by 
R( = v( z)s( l( (2.2) 
where 
W(2; )  ' . m-1  = diag(zl)j=0 , (2.3) 
and begin with some lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S ~ ~m be given by the expansion (1.2) with coeffi- 
cients partitioned as in (2.1), and let R be the associated function defined via 
(2.2) and with the Taylor expansion 
c~ 
R(z) = lao + E zkRk (2.4) 
k=l  
Then R belongs ~m, and its coefficients Rk are defined by 
Rk= 
0 " "  
0 
"Yk, 0 • .  
0 "/k+ 1,1 
! ' ' .  
0 "'" 
"'" 0 
0 Tk+m-r - l ,m- r  1 
Tk+m-r ,m r 0 
• . "Yk+m-r+l ,m- r+ l  
• " 0 
0 
Tk+m- l ,m 1 
0 
• " 0 
(2.5) 
fo rk  = mj -4- r ( j  >t O, O ~ r < m). 
Proof. As S(z "~) is analytic, it is easily seen that the analyticity of R 
follows from the lower triangular structure of So L. Furthermore, in view of 
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(1.2), 
R(;5) = v(~)So'~V-'(;5) + ~ ;5~'v(~)s#-'(;5) 
k=l  
! T 0 "'" 2 O, 0 
zYl,-" o 
= . • 
m 1 
Z 'Ym- 1,0 Z'Ym-l,m-2 
+ ~ 7-, km 
k=l  
f IT 2 0 ,0  
;STl ,O 
;5 m - 1 
T in -  I,O 
+ ~ z (k  l)m 
k=l  
~/k m, 0 
;5'~k m + 1,0 
;sm- l"~km+m i ,O 
0 " "  
"" " ZTm 1, m - 2 
o 
o 
I'YL'I -- 1 , m -- 1 
1 
~- Tkm,  1 
'Yk m + 1,1 
~%n I ,m-  1 
;5 ~/k m + m - 1. m 2 
i 
~ m I "Ykm• m-  I 
1 
"Yk m + m - l ,  m 1 
1 
2 
m 
;5 ~lkm, O 
; s in+ 1Tkm+ 1,0 
X 
z2m-  l'~km+m- 1,0 
~0,  0 
'YlI 
;S in -  l '~km, 1 
m 
Z '~km+ 1,1 
"Ym- 1, m 1 
;sm+l~km+m-l.m 2 
T o 
+Z . " . 
Tm-  1, m _9 
ZTkm, ,~ - I 
;5 m lTk + m - 9 m I 
;5 m'Ykm + m-  I, m-  I 
'Ym, m-  I 
0 
0 
+ .-- 
= + E ;5'R,, (2.6) 
k=l  
where R k are the matrices given via (2.5). Furthermore,  it follows from (2.2) 
that V-1RV belongs to ~m and therefore the function 
~ (W IRE  - ]m) (V -1nv  -4- Ira) -1 ~- V - I (R  -- Im) (n  -4- Im) - lw  (2 .7 )  
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belongs to the Schur class ga~. As 
det[ I  m + R(z) ]  = det[ I  m + s(zm)], 
the function (R - ImXR + Im )-1 is analytic in D. Since V is unitary on the 
unit circle T, it follows by the maximum modulus principle for matrix valued 
function (see [10, p. 230]) that (R - Im)(R + Ira) -1 is alSO a Schur function. 
Therefore, R ~ ~"~. • 
LEMMA 2.2. The function R given by (2.2) satisfies the symmetry 
relation 
V'R( z)V = R(ze2i(~r/m)), (2 .8 )  
where V ~ C m×m is the unitary matrix 
V = V(e  -2'(~r/m)) = 
e-2i(lr/m) 
• (2 .9 )  
e-2~ri(m- l)/m 
Proof• The announced symmetry follows from (2.2), (2.3), and (2.9): 
R( ze 2i(Ir/m)) = V( ze2i(rr/m))s(( ze2i(~r/m))m)v-l( zeei(~r/m)) 
= V( e21(~/m))V(z) S( z m)v- 1 ( z )v - l (  e ~'(~/m)) 
= v*R(z )V .  • 
LEMMA 2.3. A cmXm-valued function R analytic in D admits a repre- 
sentation (2.2) for some S ~ ~m of the form (1.2) (i.e. with a lower 
triangular value at zero) if and only if R belongs to ~m and satisfies (2.8). 
Proof. The necessity part follows from the two previous lemmas. Con- 
versely, let R be an element of ~'~ satisfying (2.8). Then it admits an 
expansion (2.4) in D with coefficients R k satisfying 
V*RkV = e~(k  /m~Rk, k = O, 1 . . . . .  (2.10) 
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and having therefore at most m nonzero entries. More precisely, 
m-1 
R k = (rt, j(k))l , j~ o, (2.11) 
Setting 
Tkm+t,j = rl, j(km + l - j )  fbr 
rt,j(k ) =0 for l - j  ~k  (modm) .  
l , j=O . . . . .  m- 1 and km+l~j ,  
(2.12) 
we conclude from (2.11) that R k is of the form (2.5). Let S k ~ C m×m be the 
matrices determined via (2.1) from the numbers Tk,j given by (2.12), and let 
S be the function defined by the expansion (1.2). Since R is analytic in D, its 
expansion (2.4) converges uniformly in every compact set inside D. In view of 
(2.1), (2.5), and (2.12), the expansion (1.2) also converges uniformly on every 
compact set inside D, and therefore S is analytic in D. It follows from (2.6) 
that 
n(z)  = V(z)S(zm)V- I (z) ,  
and thus R admits a representation (2.2) for some S analytic in D. One shows 
as in Lemma 2.1 that S ~ ~m. • 
We can therefore state the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let S and R be two Carathdodory functions linked by 
(2.2). Then S satisfies the interpolation conditions (1.8), (1.9) if and only if R 
is subject o 
Rkb j = Tk+j,jbk+j ( j  = 0 . . . . .  m -- 1, k = 0 . . . . .  nj - j ) ,  (2.13) 
where {b k} /s the periodically extended sequence of the vectors ej from the 
standard basis in Cm: 
(blm btm+l ... blm+m_l) = (e o e I "" e~_ l )  = Im. (2.14) 
Proof. Let k = ml + r fo r l>~0and0~<r~<m- 1. I tsuff icestonote 
that in view of(2.5), the data numbers Yk,j ( j  = 0 . . . . .  m -- 1, k = j  . . . . .  nj) 
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are specified by equalities 
= ] ~/k+j,jer+j for r + j  ~< m - 1, 
Rkej 
Tk+j,jer+j_m for r + j  >/m, 
which, using the notation (2.14), can be written in the form (2.13). • 
The preceding analysis reduces Problem 1.3 to: 
PROBLEM 2.5. Given numbers Tk.j ~ C ( j  = 0 . . . . .  m-  1, k = 
j . . . .  , nj), find all functions R ~ ~,m satisfying the symmetry relation (2.8) 
and right sided interpolation conditions (2.13). 
3. TANGENTIAL INTERPOLATION PROBLEM 
In this section we characterize all functions R ~ ~m satisfying the 
conditions (2.13) in terms of certain matrix inequalities. The approach is that 
of the fundamental matrix inequality (see [16, 13]), and some of the computa- 
tions are well known. We include them for completeness. Let us first rewrite 
(2.13) in a residue form. 
Let {bj} be the vectors defined by (2.14), let F t denote the shift matrix 
= 
0 1 0 ... 0' 
1 
. . . . . .  
0 
1 
"°" 0 
C(Z+ 1)× (l+ 1) (3.1) 
and let A, B, C be the matrices given by 
A = 
Ao 
Am_l 
B = (B  o . . . . .  B in_ l ) ,  
c = (Co . . . . .  cm_ , )  (3 .2 )  
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where 
Aj = F.~ j ~ C("J J+:)×(", ;+~), Bj = (b j ,O  . . . . .  O) e Cm×(", - j+~) 
Cj = (Tj,jbj, Yj+l,jbj+l . . . . .  y,,j,jb,~) ~ Cm×("J J+'), j = 0 . . . . .  m - 1. 
(3.3) 
Using the expansion (2.4), it is easily checked that the conditions (2.13) are 
equivalent o 
Res R(z )n(z I  - A) - '  = C. (3.4) 
z=0 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a C 'Xm-valued Carathdodory function, and let 
v o . . . .  , v,,,_ ~ be arbitrary positive integers. Then the following matrix in- 
equality holds for  all z ~ ~ \ {0}: 
T G(z )*  
R(~) + R(z)* 
c(~) 
1 - [ z l  2 
i> o, (3.5.) 
whgFe 
m-- ] 
T = (5 , , )~, ; :o ,  C (z )  = (c~,,(z) . . . . .  c.,,, , ( : ) ) ,  (3.6) 
and 
[ R0+R~ for  ~= [3 2 = R* for  ~>t8 ,  c~-[3 
Rt~_ ~ for  a < •, 
O ~ o~ ~ uj, () <~ ~ <~ v; 
(:3.7) 
cg~) = (n(z) -z no~2 R(z )  - Ro /2  - zR~ 
' 7.2 
. . . .  4~ t,' ) n(z) Ro/2- -z ,R 
zV; 1 (3.8) 
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Proof. Comparing the Riesz-Herglotz representation 
1 fo . e 't +_z do-( t ) ,  D = D*, do" >_ 0, (3.9) R( z ) = iD + -~ e it z 
of the Carath~odory function R with its expansion (2.4), we conclude that 
and 
R o 1 fo2,do-(t )  - -  = i D +  - 
2 2 ' 
Rk = [2"e-'k' do-(t) 
"0  
(k >/1) (3.10) 
R(z )  - Ro/2  . . . . .  zkRk 
zk+l 
and using the notation 
In view of (3.9), (3.10), 
= _ 12~ e -'kt do ' ( t )  (k >t 0), (3.12) 
e i t  - -  z 
Jo  
Uk ( t ) = ( I  m , e-'tlm , "" ,  e-'ktlm ] , ~ (3.13) 
we rewrite (3.8) as 
do-(t)  
%(z) -- fo - -z U~j(t) ( j  = 0 . . . . .  m - 1). (3.14) 
Furthermore, it follows from (3.7), (3.10), and (3.13) that 
fo "~U~j(t)*do-(t)U,,(t) ( j , /=0  m-  1). (3.15) ~ Tj~ l 
To finish the proof we note the inequality 
U,o(t)* 
g"  do-(t)  (U~o(t),.. Uv,_~(t)* 
I ,n  
e i t  - z 
,m) 
. ,Uv,_x(t), e - i t -F ,  >10, 
a(z)  + a(z)* 2~ do-(t) 
1 - I z l  2 = f0 I J - ] l  2" (3.11) 
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which is evidently true for all z ~ D \ {0} and which coincides, in view of 
(3.6), (3.11), (3.14), (3.15), with (3.5). • 
The next theorem characterizes all functions R ~ ~m satisfying the 
conditions (2.13) [or equivalently, the residue condition (3.4)]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a cm×"-valued function analytic in D. Then R 
belongs to ~m and satisfies the interpolation condition (3.4) i f  and only if the 
matrix inequality 
K (21 - A*) - l  [B*R( z)  * - C*] 
R (~)  + R(~)*  
[R(~)B  - C ] (z I  - A) -~ 1 -I~-I 2 
>10 
(3.16) 
holds for all z ~ D \ {0}, where A, B, C are the matrices given by (3.2), (3.3), 
and where 
m 1 
K = (Kj, t)j,,= o (3.17) 
is the block matrix defined as 
yt, l + Yj,j for oz= i ]  
~/~_~+j,j for ~ > 
Yt3-~+l,1 for ot < 
O, 
a-  /3=l - j (modm) ,  
cr - /3 4: l - j  (mod m). 
(3.18) 
Proof. I~t (3.16) hold for all z ~ D \ {0}. Then R(z) + R(z)* >J 0 for 
z ~ D, and since R is analytic in D, it belongs to ~m by definition. The 
positivity of the matrix-valued function in the left side of (3.16) implies 
the boundedness of its nondiagonal block, i.e. of the rational function 
[R (z )B  - C](zI - A) -1, which is therefore analytic in D, and satisfies, in 
particular, the condition (3.4). 
Conversely, let R ~ ~m and satisfy (3.4). As a Carath~odory function, R 
satisfies the inequality (3.5) for every choice of positive integers u 0 . . . . .  urn- r
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Let ~ be a matrix defined from the vectors b I [see (2.14)] by 
~,  = 
= 
bj 
~m-1 
cm(nj-j+ 1))< (nj j+ 1). 
bj 
(3.19) 
Choosing in (3.5) uj = nj  - j ( j  = 0 . . . . .  m - 1), and multiplying (3.5) by 
the matrix 
on the right and by its adjoint on the left, we get 
,,~*T~,~ ..,~ *G ( z ) * 
R(~) + R(z)* 
1 - I z l  2 
>/0. (3.20) 
In view of (3.6) and (3.19), 
(3.21) 
where, on account of (3.7), 
I ¢¢ ( y;,; + y j , j )b j  b t for a =/3,  
= - b* for a>/3 ,  
T/3_~+l,/b*b~ for a </3.  j -a+ l  
(3.22) 
It follows from (2.14) that 
f l  for j - l=O(modm) ,  
b~b/= 
for j - l ~s 0 (mod m), 
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which being substituted into (3.22) gives, on account of (3.18), ~j* Tj, t~'t = 
Kj, l and therefore 
~'*T~'  = K. (3.23) 
Furthermore, in view of (3.6) and (3.19), 
G(z)~ '  = (G,o(Z)5~R o . . . . .  G,~, _,,,+a(z),~R,,,_,), (3.24) 
and on account of (3.8), 
a. ,  j ( z )~ [ 1 R(z )  
~ R 0 ~2 
= 2; b j , . . . ,  
R( z) - Ro/2 . . . . .  znJ-2B,, _j 1 
-Z.F-/+-~ bj ) ( j=O . . . . .  m-  1). (3.25) 
By assumption, R satisfies (3.4), or equivalently, (2.13). Substituting (2.13) 
into (3.25), we get 
G~,j_j( z )~j  = ( R( z )b j5  Ti,jbj . . . . .  
R(z )b j  - r j , jbj  - z~6+~ jbj+ . . . . .  ~"J J~ b t l "J'J "J (3.26) 
.7-, n j - j+ l ) 
which can be written as 
-1  ( j  = 0 . . . . .  m - 1). 
(3.27) 
where the matrices A i, Bj, Cj have been defined in (3.3). 
Substituting (3.27) into (3.24) and using matrices A, B, C from (3.2), we 
get 
C(z )~ = [R(z )B  - C](zZ - A) -1, (3.28) 
which together with (3.23) and (3.20) leads to (3.16). • 
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REMARK 3.3. The matrix K defined by (3.17), (3.18) (the so-called 
information matrix of the problem) satisfies the Stein equation 
K - A*KA --- B*C  + C*B .  (3.29) 
This fact can be easily checked using (3.2), (3.3). Moreover, since spec A = 
{0}, K is the unique solution of (3.29). 
From Theorem 3.2 we get the necessity part of the following interpolation 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Problem 2.5 is solvable if and only if the information 
matrix K given by (3.17), (3.18) is nonnegative. 
Indeed, if R solves Problem 2.5, it satisfies in particular the inequality 
(3.16), and therefore K >~ 0. The sufficiency will be proved in the next two 
sections. 
We now come back to completion problems and prove the necessity part 
of the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.5. The completion problem 1.1 is solvable if and only if 
K>0.  
Proof. The outline of the proof is as follows: assume that Problem 1.1 is 
solvable; then the associated Carath~odory-Fej~r problem 1.3 has a solution S 
in the class ~ of all strict Carath~odory functions whose real part is strictly 
positive a.e. on the unit circle. Then R(z) = V(z)S(zm)V(z) -1 belongs to 
~0 m and is a solution of Problem 2.5. We then show that if R(z) is such a 
solution, the inequality (3.16) is strict for z ~ D, hence leading to K > 0. 
Thus, let R belong to ~0" and satisfy (3.4). To prove that (3.16) holds 
(with a strict inequality) for z ~ D \ {0}, we cannot use (as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2) the inequality (3.5), which in general is not strict even for 
R ~ ~0 m, since the rows of 
I m 
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need not be linearly independent. Nevertheless, the inequality 
R~ G(~)*  
R(z) + R(~)* 
1 - I z l  2 
> 0 (0 < I~1 < 1) (3.30) 
holds for every positive integer ~ and a function R ~ ~'~. Here G~ is the 
function defined via (3.8), and 
R 0 + R~ 
2 R1 
R o + R~ 
R~' 2 
R* --. 
• .- R, 
n 1 
R0 + R~ 
R* 1 2 
(3.31) 
The validity of the inequality (3.30) can be verified using the considerations 
from the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Let 2 0 . . . . .  "~m- 1 be the matrices constructed by the following rule: the 
columns of 2 l are the vectors bj for those indices j such that nj - j  >i 1. Let 
.~ be defined as 
/ / ..~ = . (3.32) 
..~,,~_ ~ 
Choosing in (3.30) u --- max 0 _< j < ,n(nj - j ) ,  multiplying (3.30) by the matrix 
on the right and by its adjoint on the left, and using that .~ is left invertible 
by construction, we get 
a(~) + R(z)* 
1 - I z l  2 
> 0 (0 < Izl < 1). (3.33) 
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It follows from (3.6), (3.7), (3.19), (3.19), (3.32), and (3.23) that 
P*KP =~*R~ 
for a certain permutation matrix P (whose explicit form can be easily found 
but is not needed). Moreover, in view of (3.28), 
[R(z )B  - C] (z I  - A ) - IP  = G~(z)~.7.7~, 
which shows that K > 0. • 
4. THE RESOLVENT MATRIX FUNCTION 
AND ITS SYMMETRIES 
The set of all analytic solutions of the inequality (3,16) can be parametrized 
by a linear fractional transformation (see e.g. [7, 11, 14]) with resolvent matrix 
function satisfying certain indefinite metric properties. In this seetion we 
establish some additional symmetry relations for the transfer function which 
allow us to select among all solutions of inequality (3.16) only those which 
satisfy the symmetry relation (2.8) and are therefore the solutions of 
Problem 2.5. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let K>0,  A~C ~×~, B, CEC m×v be the matrices 
satisfying the Stein equation (3.29), and let M ~ C 2"~×2m be an arbitrary 
(J, j)-unitary matrix 
MJM* = j, M*jM = J, (4.1) 
where J and j are two signature matrices defined as 
i o 'm I I'm ° t J=  I m 0 ' J=  0 I m " 
Then the C 2m × 2m-valued function 
.(4.3) 
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is (J,j)-expansive in D and (J,j)-unitary on •: 
O(z) JO(z )* - j~>0,  O(z )* jO(z ) - J~>0 (z~D)  (4.4) 
®(z)JO(z)* - j  = ®(z)*j6)(z) - J  = o (z ~ ~-). 
Moreover, for every choice ~f z, co at which 6) is analytic, 
®(co)* j®(z ) - J=(1 -z~) (  -C)B 
X(1-  DA) - 'K - I ( I - zA* ) - ' ( -C* ,B* ) ,  (4.5) 
O(z ) JO(w)*  - j  = (1 - zD)Q( I  - zA*) - IK ( I  - DA)-~Q *, (4.6) 
where 
Q =M -C  ( I -A ) - IK - I ( I -A* ) .  (4.7) 
Pro(f. For the function W defined as 
. (=)  = xo,,, + (1 - =) -c  ( i  - A) 1K-1( I  - =A*) -~( -C* ,B* ) .  
(4.s) 
we have 
B ( I  - ~A) - IK - I ( I  - A*)-I,Sa(z, co) 
×( I -A ) - - IK - I ( I - zA* ) - I ( -C* ,B* ) ,  (4.9) 
where, on account of (3.29) and (4.8), 
-.~(z, co) : (1 - ~) ( I  - zA*)K( I  - A) + ( I  - z ) ( I  - A*)K(I  - ~A) 
- (1  - ~) (1  - ~) (B*C  + c*~)  
= (1 - z~) ( I  - A*)K(I  - A). (4.10) 
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Substituting (4.10) into (4.9), we get 
qt( co)* J~(z)  - j 
= (1 - z~) ( -C) ( In  - ~A) - IK - I ( / - zA* ) - I ( -C* 'B* ) '  (4.11) 
which implies in particular that xI t is J-expansive in D and J-unitary on q]-. In 
view of (4.3), (4.8), and (4.1), 
O( co)*jO( z) - J = ~(co)*M* jMqt (z )  - J = ~(co)* J~(z )  - J 
which on account of (4.11), leads to (4.5). The relation (4.6) can be verified in 
much the same way. The (J, j) properties (4.4) follow immediately from (4.5) 
and (4.6). • 
Realizations of the form (4.3), i.e. centered at 1, originate from the theory 
of reproducing kernel spaces; see [11, 4]. 
REMnr~K 4.2. Since qt is J-unitary on ~-, by the symmetry principle, 
qt l (z  ) = Ja/y(1/~)*J 
=Izm + (Z - -  1) -C  (zI-A)-IK-I(I-A*)-I(-c*,B*); 
(4.12) 
which together with (4.1), (4.3), and (4.11) implies 
1.  - *  - *  J - O(z )  jO(co) = J - q ' ( z ) - l Jq t (co)  
= - j [~(1)* jx l t (1 ) -  J]J 
= (1  - - c  
X(z I  -- A) - IK - I (~  - A*) - I (B  *, -C* ) .  
(4.13) 
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Let us note that the J-properties (4.4), (4.11) of O and • were obtained 
under the assumption (3.29) without any use of the special structure (3,2), 
(3.3) of the matrices A, B, C. Taking into account his structure, one can get 
some additional symmetry properties of O and ~. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let V, A, B, C, K > 0 be the matrices given by (2.9), (3.2), 
(3.3), (3.17), and (3.18), and let qr be defined by (4.8). Then 
(V* vO)alt (z)(V O) =ai~ ~(ee~(~r/,,O)all(zeZi(~/,,O) (Vz) 
(4.14) 
and 
(k =o,  1 . . . .  ).  
(4.1,5) 
Proof. Let U be the unitary matrix defined as 
U = 
for 
UJ = ( e2rri(j/m) e2Vri(j+ 1)/m
e2~ri(n#/m) ) " 
The symmetry relations 
VBU = B, VCU = C, UAU* = e-2~(~/"°A 
are checked with help of (3.1)-(3.3), (4.16), and the equality 
Vbj = e-2"i(j/m)bj ( j  = 0 . . . . .  m - 1), 
(4.16) 
(4 .17)  
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which in turn follows immediately from (2.9). Multiplying (3.29) by U on the 
left and by U* on the right, we get 
UKU* - UA*U*UKU*UAU* = UB*W*CU* + UC*W*BU* 
which in view of (4.17) is equivalent to 
UKU* - A*UKU*A = B*C + C*B 
and means that the matrix UKU* is a solution of the Stein equation (3.29). 
Since (3.29) has a unique solution, 
K = UKU* 
or equivalently, 
K-1 = UK-1U *. 
Using (4.11), (4.17), and (4.19), we obtain 
(v, 
0 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
0)(v. 0) 
V* 0 V J 0 V* 0 V - J 
:(v,o o) o v*)[*('°)*J'V(~) 
= (1 - z~)  V*B ( I  - ~A)  1K- l ( /  - zA*)  I ( -C*V ,B*V)  
= (1 -z~) ( -C)u( I -~A)  1X I ( I _zA , ) - Iu , ( _C , ,B , )  
= (1 -zo2)(-CB)(/-  ~UAU*)-I 
X UK-1U*(I - zUA*U*)-I( -C*, B*) 
= ( I  - z~) (  -C  )( I - ~e-2 ' (~/a)A)  -1 
× K-  1( I - ze2'(~/m)A *) -1( -C*,  B*) 
= qs( o~e2iO~/,~))*jW( ze 2'(~/m)) - J. 
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Therefore, 
(v. 0) {v o) 
v* ,v(=) : x ,v(=~ ~"'~/'')) 
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(4.,2o) 
Now the equality (4.15) (which trivially holds for k = 0) can be proved by 
induction. Assuming (4.15) to be true for k = j ,  we have in view of (4.20) 
=t v0 
=(W 0 o)J(v 0 0)~P-](e'2rri(j+l)/m)~tlf(e2i(rr/m))~IF 1 (e2i(Tr/m) ) 
{0 v )1 0 j+ "r ~, ]alr-legri(j+l)/m~ 
V 
which means that (4.15) holds for k = j  + 1 and thus for all k by induction. 
Now we formulate the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let J, j, and xF be defined by (4.2) and (4.8) respec- 
tively. Then there exists a (J, j ) -unitary matrix M ~ C 2'' × e'' such that 
MXlf(Z)( v O)=(V O O)MxIf(ze2i(Tr/m)), (4,21) 
for some J-unitary matrix X. Setting in the last equality z = 1 and taking into 
account that q*(1) = I2, , and that V*V = I .... we get X = xp ~(e2i(~/,,,)), 
which in turn implies (4.14). 
Setting z = e 2'~i(k/'0 in (4.14), we get 
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where V is the matrix given by (2.3) and 
e-2~r i (no+l ) /m 
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e - 27ri(nl + 1)/m 
f=  
e-21r i (nm-  1 + 1) /m 
We note that in view of (4.14), the equality (4.21) is equivalent to 
Let ~Ir be the matrix defined by 
.=  (0  V O)alt-l(eZ~0r/m)) =~tZ(e-Z,(,r/m))(0V O) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
[the equality follows from (4.14) for z = e-2iOr/m)]. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.4 we have to establish two lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.5. The matrix ~It given by (4.24) is J-unitary and diagonaliz- 
able, and 
spec ap = {e2~ri(j/m), e-2~'(nj+l)/m, j = 0 . . . . .  m - 1}. (4.25) 
Proof. The function q~ is J-unitary on the unit circle. In particular, 
@-~(e z~(~/m)) is a J-unitary matrix, and its product with the J-unitary matrix 
(v o) 
is also J-unitary. In view of (4.15), ~I~ satisfies 
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and is therefore diagonalizable and with eigenvalues the m roots of unity. It 
suffices to show that 
m--  1 
det(/xI  - ~I~) = l-I (/x - e-2~'(nJ+l)/")(/z - e2rri(J/m)). (4.26) 
j=o 
To verify (4.26) we make some preliminary remarks. In view of the 
structure (3.1)-(3.2) of the matrix A, 
det( I  - zA) = 1 (4.27) 
m-1 
= 1--I ( i ~ - e2~i ( J / ' ) )  2. (4.28) 
j=o 
for all z, and it follows from (2.3) that 
. ~et[. (~0 o)] 
Furthermore, from (4.16), (4.17), and (3.29) we get 
0 V( / .£ I  - V)  1 -C  
=(-C* ,B* ) (  B)U*( /x I  -U* ) - '  
= (K  - A*KA) (  I - / xU)  
Using (4.27)-(4.29) together with (4.8) and (4.24), we obtain 
{let(/xI2, , - xI~) 
~o~[. {v o) (, e~{.~m~)(~) 
~oq. (v o)] 
(4.29) 
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I 1 - (1 - e-Z i (~/m)) ( I  -- A) - IK - I ( I  - e-2'(~/m)A*) -1 
0 V( /~I  - V ) - t  -C  
= ddet [ I  - (1 - e-2~{'~/m)) ( I  -- A) -~K -1 
× ( I -- e -Z i (=/m)A *) - l (K  -- A*KA)( l - /.tU) -1] 
=ddet ( I -A )  ldetK - ldet ( I -e -2~(=/m)A*)  -1 
X det [ ( I  - e- '2 i ( '~ /m)A*)K( I  - A) - (1 - e -z'(~/m)) 
×(K - A*KA) ( I  - pU)  -1]  
= d det K -  1 ( I - -  /£U)  - 1 
× det [K(e -2 iO~/" ) I  - / ,U) -e  2 i{~/" )A*K( I  - /zU) 
-KA( I -  pU)  + A*KA( I -  I ze -2 i (~/m)u) ] ,  (4.30) 
where we have used that 
det ( I  -A )  -1 = det ( I  - e-2"~/mA*) -~ 
(since A is strictly upper triangular). Using (4.18) and the third equality in 
(4.17), we get 
K(e- '2 i ( '~/m) I  - /*U) - e-2i(~/m)A*K( I - tzU) 
- KA( I  - /.tU) + A*KA( I  - ~e-2 i{ '~/m)u)  
= (e-2 iO~/"O[  - pU)K  - e-2 i (=/m)A*(  I - p.U)K 
- - ( I  -- I xe2 i (~/m)U)KA + A*( I  - /~U)KA 
= [e-~"~/"~I - t ,u  - e -~ '<~/">A*(  I - i ,u ) ]K (  ~ - e~"~/m>A). 
(4.31) 
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Thanks to the structure of A, the matrix 
e-2 i (=/m) I  -- /zU - e 2i(=/")A*(I - /zU) 
is bidiagonal. Its diagonal part is e-2~=/" ) I  - / zU ,  and therefore 
det [e -2 i (~/m) I  - txU -e -2 i (T r / " )A* (  l - /zU)] = det (e -Z i (~/m) I  - /zU). 
(4.32) 
Substituting (4.31) into (4.30) and taking into account (4.32) we get 
det( txI - ~)  = ddet  ( I  - tzU) ' (e  2 '~/"~1 - IzU) 
= det ( /x I  - U*) 1(/~i - e -2 i ' ' /m)u*) .  (4.33) 
On account of the block structure (4.16) of U we conclude 
det ( /x I  - U*)-1(  tz I _ e 2 i (~/ ' )U* )  
/7/-- 1 
= I--[ det ( Ix I -U j * ) - ' ( I x I -e  2i(,,/m)~,). 
j=O 
Using the explicit form (4.16) of Uj, we get 
( . I  - b* ) l ( "x  - e 
__ e -27r i ( j+ l ) /m 
IX - e 2~i( j /m) 
I,Z - -  C 27r i (n j+  l ) /m 
Idb - -  C -2~r i (n j ) /m 
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and therefore 
det ( /x I  - Uj*)- I(  ].i,I - -  e -2 i<~r /m)u j  $ )  = i't - e -2~r i (n j+ l ' /m 
Ij~ --  e -21r i ( j /m)  
This equality implies 
det(/xI  - U*)- / (  lxI - e-2iOr/m)u *) 
m- 1 e-21r i (n j+ 1)/m 
= H ~-  -2~r i ( j /m)  j=0 be- -e  
which being substituted together with (4.28) into (4.33) leads to (4.26). • 
LEMMA 4.6. Let ~¢ and al, be given by (4.22) and (4.24) respectively, 
let X be the block diagonal matrix defined by 
X = 
X 0 
fo r  x j  = ~. cn j - j+ 1 (4.34) 
Xm-  1 
and let Y ~ C 2m×m be defined as 
Y = ( _B )( I - A) - IK- IX .  (4.35) 
Then 
~Ir Y = Y ~¢ and Y *JY < 0. (4.36) 
In other words, the jth column of the matrix Y is an eigenvector f the matrix 
air corresponding to the eigenvalue e-~i(' J  +l)/m, and RanY is an m- 
dimensional J-negative invariant subspace of qt. 
Proof. In view of (4.17) and (4.18), 
0 
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Furthermore, on account of (4.8) and (3.29), 
atr( eZi(~r/m))( B )( I - e-ai(~/m)A)-IK -1 
(, -C  B) ( I  _ A)-lK-~(e2,¢~/m)i _ A, ) - I ( I  _ A*) (4.38) 
Finally, the equalities 
A*X = 0 and U*X = eZ~(~/m)xfv (4.39) 
follows immediately from (3.1)-(3.2), (4.16), and (4.34). Using (4.24), (4.35), 
and (4.37)-(4.39), we get 
0 V -C  ( I -A ) - IK - tX  
= xi.t(e-2i(~r/m))( B)(I-e2'('~/'n)A)-IK-1U*X 
= (_C) ( I -A ) - IK - I ( I -e -2 i (~/m)A*) - I ( I -A* )X~7 
which proves the first equality in (4.36). To prove the second one we use 
(3.29), (4.39), the left nondegeneracy of X, and the J-unitarity of ~P: 
t B) ( I  _ A)- IK-1X Y*JY = X 'K - l (  I - A*)-~(B *, -C*)J~ 
~C 
= -X*[K  -1 -A( I -A ) - IK  -1 -  K - l ( /  -A* ) - IA* ]X  
= -X*K-1X < 0. • 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Since aI~ is diagonalizable, there exists a basis 
{Y0 . . . . .  Y2m-l} in C 2" consisting of its eigenvectors. By Lemmas 4.5 and 
4.6 we can set { Yo ..... Ym-1} equal to the columns of the matrix Y defined 
by (4.35), and y,~÷j to the eigenvector f aI r corresponding to its eigenvalue 
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e -2~ri(j/m) ( j  = 0 . . . . .  m -- 1). Denoting 
we note that 
f = (Ym Ym+l "'" Y2m-1), 
o) xlr(y 17)=(y  y )  and det(Y Y )#0.  (4.40) 
Let  uj denote the multiplicity of e -2~ri(j/m) as an eigenvalue of xI~ (by 
Lemma 4.5, vj t> 1), and let Zj ~ C 2mx(uj-1) denote the matrix whose 
columns are the columns Yl of  Y corresponding to the eigenvalue -2~ri(j/m) 
of aI~. In other words, Yt (1 = 0 . . . . .  m - 1) is a column of Zj if and only if 
n z + 1 = j  (mod m). Let P be a permutation matrix such that 
(Y Y) = (Zo, Ym Zl ,  Ym+l "'" Zm-1, Y2m-1)" (4.41) 
It is easily seen that this matrix P acts on j defined in (4.2)and on (~ _°I as \u  ¥]  
and 
( --Ivj-1 
P* jP  = diag 0 
oll 
l I / j=0  
respectively. Since the eigenvectors of a J-unitary matrix corresponding to 
different eigenvalues are J-orthogonal, 
(z,) 
y*J+j J(Zk Ym+k) = 0 and j # k. (4.44) 
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Therefore the matrix P*I~y.~-')J(Y f)e is block diagonal: 
p. Iy*)j(y.~)P=diag(( Zj* )J(Zj y.,+j))'-~ Y * Y*+J j=o" (4.45) 
By the second relation in (4.36), Z~'JZj < 0 for all j = 0 . . . . .  m - 1. Multi- 
plying (4.45) by the matrix 
I *  , -1  , 
A = diag ,,j-1 (Zj JZj) y,,, +iJ (4.46) 
0 1 / j j=o 
on the right and by A* on the left, we get 
( zTJz' 
= cliag 0 
o )} 
Y*+JJ[J - ZJ(Z~JZJ)-'Z~']JYm+' j=o" (4.47) 
This matrix has (like J) m positive and m negative eigenvalues. Since 
Zj*JZj < 0 for all j = 0 . . . . .  m - 1 and ~j rank Zj = m, 
y,*+jJ[J-Zj(ZTJZj)-IzT]Jy,,,+j>O ( j=O . . . . .  m-  1). 
Multiplying (4.47) by the nonnegative matrix 
[{ ,  lj2 (-z5 jzj) o 
T = diag ] ~1/2 
o {Y:-J[ J-z~(z~Jz~) ~z;~JY"+,/ /,,=o 
(4.48) 
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on the right and on the left and taking into account (4.42), we obtain 
= • = p*jp.  TA*P* Y~ J(Y 17)PAT diag 
It follows from (4.43), (4.46), and (4.48) that 
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(4.49) 
= p age-2"'Jm%,= 0 = 
0 V 
(4.50) 
Now we show that the matrix M defined as 
M = [(Y 17)PATP*] -1 (4.51) 
satisfies the requirements of the theorem. The equality (4.49) can be written 
as  
M-* JM -1 =j ,  
which is equivalent to (4.1) and means that M is (J,j)-unitary. Using (4.40), 
(4.50), and (4.51), we get 
~M -~ = al~(Y Y )PATP*  
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~vhich in turn is equivalent to (4.23) [and to (4.21)] and finishes the proof of 
Theorem 4.4. • 
In view of (4.3) and (4.8), Theorem 4.4 can be reformulated as follows. 
THEOREM 4.7. There exists a (J,j)-unitary matrix M such that the 
function 19 defined by (4.3) satisfies the symmetry relation 
where V and V are the matrices given by (2.3) and (4.22) respectively. 
From now on, we will assume that the transfer function ~ constructed 
from the interpolation data via (4.3) satisfies (4.52). 
5. DESCRIPTION OF ALL SOLUTIONS 
In this section we parametrize the set of all solutions of Problem 2.5 by 
means of a linear fractional transformation u der the assumption K > 0. This 
allows us to give the description of the set of solutions of Problem 1.3 and of 
Problem 1.2. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let K > 0, let V and ~V be the matrices given by (2.9) 
and (4.22) respectively, and let 19 = ( O~j)~i,j~ l be the block decomposition of
the function 19 given by (4.3) into four C m× m-valued blocks. Then Problem 
2.5 is solvable, and all its solutions are parametrized by the linear fractional 
transformation 
n(z )  = [o(z)O12(z ) q- 022(z)]- l [o(Z)Ol l (Z)  -{- 012(z)] (5.1) 
when the parameter ~r varies in the (nonempty) set S °m of all Schur 
functions and satisfies 
V*o'( Z)~7 = Or(ze2i<Ir/m)). (5.2) 
Proof. Let us consider Problem 2.5. By Theorem 3.2, a C'×m-valued 
function R is a solution of this problem if and only if it is analytic in • and 
satisfies (2.8) and (3.16). Since K > 0, the inequality (3.16) is equivalent to 
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the following one: 
B)(zI - A)-IK -1(~[ _ ~oA,)-I(B ,, -C*)] (R (z ) , I ) [ J - ( I - ' z l2 ) ( _C  
which on account of (4.13) can be rewritten as 
This last inequality implies that the pair { p, q} defined by 
(p(z) ,q(z) )  = (R(z ) ,  X)O- l (z )  
is eontractive: 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
p(z)*) 
(p(z) ,q(z)) j  q(z)* =q(z)q(z)* -p (z )p(z )*  >t0. (5.5) 
Therefore, det q(z) ~ O. Otherwise there would exist )t ~ [} and h ~ C m 
such that (let 19(A) v~ 0 and 
h =/= 0 and h*q()t) = 0. (5.6) 
Under these hypothesis, (5.5) implies h*p()t) = O, which together with (5.4) 
leads to h*(R(A), I m) = 0 and contradicts the first assumption i (5.6). 
In view of (5.5), the function 
o'( z) = q-l( z)p( z) (5.7) 
belongs to the Schur class S ~.  Rewriting (5.4) as 
( R( z), I) = ( p( z), q( z))19( z) 
= Q(Z) (O ' (Z)O l l (Z )  "t'- 021(Z) ,  Ov(Z)O12(Z ) + 022(Z) )  , 
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we get a representation 
R(z )  = [~(z )012(z  ) + O~.dz)]-l[~(z)O,,(z) + 0~l(z)] 
of the form (5.1) for some s ~S:" .  
Note that the transformation (5.1) can be written in the equivalent form 
R(~)  = [011(2;) -- 012(g)or (z ) ]  [021(2;) -- 022(~)O'(,.~)] -1 (5.S) 
using the block decomposition O-1 = (Oij)i,j ="  2 1 of the inverse function O l 
given by (4.12) into four c m×m-valued blocks. This equivalence follows 
immediately from the obvious identity 
; 0 .  
Conversely, let or ~ ~"~. We show that 
det[cr(z)O12(z ) + 022(z)1 ~ 0 Vo" ~9 ~'~ (5.9) 
[which means that the linear fractional transformation (5.1) is well defined]. 
Indeed, assuming the converse, we introduce a pair of functions { p, q} by 
(p (z ) ,q (z ) )  = (cr(z) , I )O(z)  [q = ~,(z)O12(z ) + 022 ] (.5.10) 
and let A ~ D \ {0} and h ~ C" be such that (5.6) hold. Then in view of 
(4.2), 
(P(A)*)h = 0, h*(p(X),q(A))J q(A) 
and on account of (5.10), 
O < h*[ I - ~( A)cr( A)*]h = h*( cr( A), I)J( °'(;~)* )h 
= (h ,p (A)0) [O_ I (A) jO_ , (A) ,  _ j] ( p( A) *h ~<0, 
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which together with (4.13) implies 
(h*p(A) 0) -C  (zI - A)-~K- I ( I  - ~A*) - I (B  *, -C*) p(h)*h 
' 0 
and therefore h*p(A)B = 0. Since B is right invertible, h*p(A) = 0, which 
together with the first equality from (5.6) implies 
(h*o'(A), h*) = (h*p(A), h*q(A))O-l()t) = 0 
and in particular h = 0, which contradicts he second assumption i (5.6). 
It can be shown in much the same way that det(021 - 022 o') ~ 0 for 
each o" ~ ~m and thus the transformation (5.8) is well defined. 
Let R be the function given via (5.1), and let q be defined by (5.10). 
Then (R, I) = q-l(o', I)O, and since o" ~m,  
(R, I)O-ljO-*( R* , i)j( o'* i ) =q- l (c r  i )q-* 
= q-l(I - o'o'*)q-* >~ O, 
and thus R satisfies (5.3). By (5.1), R is meromorphic in D. On account of 
(4.13) and (5.3), 
R(z) + R(z)*=(R(z),I)j(R(I)* ) 
>1 ( R( z), I)®( z)-lj®( z)-* ( R(i)* ) >10, (5.11) 
so that R has a nonnegative r al part in D and is therefore analytic there. 
Finally, let us show that R of the form (5.1) satisfies the symmetry relation 
(2.8) if and only if the corresponding parameter ¢r is subject to (5.2). 
Rewriting (2.8) as 
I m 
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and substituting (5.1) and (5.8) into this last equality, we get 
( ,m ) x l 
where 
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ze 2~/ '~)  = 0, (5.12) 
q = o'01z + 022 and q = 021 - 022~r. 
Since det q ~ 0, we have that det ~ ~ 0, and in view of (4.52), the equali~ 
(5.12) is equivalent to 
' 0 -~r(ze 2~/ ' ' ) )  ' 
which in turn coincides with (5.2). 
We now consider the case where K >/0 and show the sufficiency part of 
Theorem 3.5, i.e. that if K >i 0, then Problem 2.5 is solvable. To that 
purpose, we note that in view of (3.18) the sets of diagonal elements of the 
matrices K and S O coincide. Therefore, fixing a sequence e~ ",~ 0 and 
replacing in the data of Problem 1.3 only Tj, j by ryj, j = Tj, j + ~,, > 0, we 
obtain a family of associated problems 2.5 with strictly positive information 
matrices K,~ = K + en I. By Theorem 5.1, each of them has a solution 
R,~(z) ~ ~m. Since the norms of the matrices R,(0) are uniformly bounded, 
we can use the normal convergence theorem and find a subsequence R,, k 
which converges uniformly on each compact subset of • to some function 
R(z )  ~ ~m. Since each of the Rnk satisfies the symmetry relation (2.8), so 
does R. As R satisfies (2.13), it is a solution of Problem 2.5. Therefore we 
obtain: 
COROLLARY 5.2. Problem 1.3 is solvable if and only if K >~ O. 
Using (2.8) and (5.1), one can give a direct description of all solutions S of 
Problem 1.3 when K > 0. It is sufficient to remark that S(z 'n) = 
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V(z)- lR(z)V(z) can be rewritten as 
S(z  m) = [V(g) - lo - (z )O12(z~)V(z )  q- V(z) - lo22(z)V(2;) ]  -1 
× + 
Taking into account he symmetries of O and o', one can write 
W( ;5)-l o2j( z)V( z) = O~2j(2;m), 
and 
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(5.13) 
(5.14) 
V(~) - lo ' (Z )O l j (Z )V(~)  = mlj(O')(~;m), j = 1,2, 
where the functions a2j and Au(~r) are analytic in D. 
THEOnEM 5.3. Let K > O. Then all solutions of Problem 1.3 are 
parametrized by the pseudolinear fractional transformation 
S(z) = [h12(~r)(z ) + %2(z) l -1[An(cr)(z)  + a21(z)], (5.15) 
when the parameter or varies on the set fi °m of all Schur functions and 
satisfies (5.2). 
The expression (5.15) is not in general a linear fractional transformation. 
In order to make explicit the structure of AU(oQ(z), we note that the 
symmetry properties of o" and 01j imply that their entries o'kt and (OU)kl 
can be written as 
0"k1(75 ) = ~kl( Zm)Z ek`, 
( Olj)kl( Z) = ( ~lJ)kl( Zm)7~e~' ' 
where ek! and e'kl are integers in {0, 1 . . . . .  m -- 1}. Therefore the (k, l) entry 
of Au(o-Xz) has the form 
s 
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where the ~k'~l are positive integers. In particular, except in special cases, this 
expression does not coincide with (flSU(z))kl. Such a special case arises 
when ng = j rood m; then up to a scalar constant of modulus one, 6r and 0 U 
satisfy (2.8), from which we deduce that dilj(o')(z) reduces to ~(z)81J(z). 
To obtain the set of all solutions of the completion problem, we have to 
choose o" such that S is a strict Carath6odory function and extract the 
corresponding finite matrix S~,, i.e. to choose o- to be such that 
sup:~e II~r(z)ll < 1. 
6. SYMMETRY IN THE STATE SPACE 
Associated to a Carath6odory function R is the function 
+ R(,o)* 
K, (  ,o )  = 1 - ' (6 .1 )  
which is positive in the sense of reproducing kernels (see [6, 17] for the 
definitions). The associated reproducing kernel space, denoted by S°(R), was 
introduced and studied by L. de Branges (see 8, 11]). The space S'~(R) 
provides the state space for an (in general nonminimal) backward-shift 
realization of R. In this last section we give an interpretation f the symmetry 
(2.8) in terms of ,~(R). Similar results for other symmetries and reproducing 
kernel spaces associated to (generalized) Schur functions are presented in [5, 
Section 3.5]. For more examples of relationships between symmetries of a 
reproducing kernel and operators acting into the associated reproducing 
kernel Hilbert space, we refer to [8, Chapter 3]. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let k ~ T, and let V ~ C m×'~ be a unitary matrix. Let 
R ~ ~"  be such that R(0)= R(0)* (i.e. D = 0 in the Riesz-Herglotz 
representation (3.9)). Then R possesses the symmetry 
v*R( z)v = R(kz) (6.2) 
if and only if the map X which to f ~.E~(R) associates the function 
z ~ Vf(kz)  (6.3) 
is an isometry. 
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Proof.  Assume first that R satisfies the symmetry condition (6.2). Then, 
fo r toeDand CeC m, 
x(K.(., to)~ ) = K.(  z, to//k )v~, 
and it is readily seen that X is an isometry on the linear span of the 
KB(., to)~. This span is dense in .~(R), and X extends thus to a continuous 
isometry. 
Conversely, if X is an isometry in the space .~(R), we have for to and 
as above and for f e_W(R) 
and 
Hence, we have 
¢*f(to) = ( f ,  KR(', to)¢).~tm 
= ( v f  , v ( l~,(., to) ~))_~(,) 
¢*f( to) = t *v* (  x f ) ( i ,  to). 
v(/(,(., to)~) =/,:,(., 7,to)v~. 
This equality in turn leads to 
R(zk) +R(to)* R(z) +R(~to)* 
V = V, 
1 - kz-~ 1 - z -~k 
which implies that 
v[/t(kz) + R(to)*lv* =/t(z) + R(T, to)*. (6.4) 
Hence, VR(kz)V*  - R (z )  does not depend on z. Since by hypothesis R(0) 
is self-adjoint, the choice z = to leads to VR(O)V*  = R(0), and hence the 
symmetry (6.2). • 
Similar statements can be made for the matrix functions ® satisfying the 
symmetry condition (4.52). Since O is rational, in this case one could also use 
state space methods as in [1]. 
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